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	8.             Last weekend there was an intense ping pong match between
	9.  my dad and I.  Before the first game we made a big pitcher of iced
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	11.           “You serve first,” said my dad.  I smashed a curving serve to
	12.  him.  He flinched but recovered in time and returned it well.
	13.  “You’re getting pretty good with that serve, son,” said my dad.
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	15.  this tea?  Is it for Mary and I?” said my sister Sue.
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	My mom is terribly frightened (by all insects.)
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	At school I look forward to recess the most.
	At school, I look forward to recess the most.
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	2.1 – Introduction to Punctuating Dialogue
	Have you read any books lately?  Well, if you have, and I assume that you have, then you know that dialogue is
	Seriously, you need to pay attention to the info in this chapter!
	Mom  said  ,  Will  you  be  home  early  tonight  ?
	Dad  said  ,  I  don’t  think  so  .   I’ve  got  to  finish  a  project  .
	I said  ,  You  work  too  much  ,  Dad  .   We  miss  you  !
	But  this  morning  you  said  ,  I’ll  take  you  guys to  a  movie  tonight  ,
	“You told me I could buy this candy bar for one dollar,” said Robert.
	Teresa replied, “That’s not what I said.  I said it costs two dollars!”
	“Really?” said Robert.
	“Yes, really!” said Teresa.
	Max  said  “  Do  you  like  peanut  butter  ”
	“  No,  I  do not  like  peanut  butter  ”  answered  Ann
	“  Then  I  guess  we  can’t  be  friends  ”  said Max
	A.  When beginning a quotation, always capitalize the first letter of the first word of the quotation—even if the quotation begins in the middle of a sentence.
	“Fish swim,” said Joe.
	Joe said, “Fish swim.”
	B.  Words like said, asked, exclaimed, stated, etc. are never capitalized in dialogue—even when they come after an exclamation point or question mark.
	“We rock!” exclaimed Joe.
	“Do bugs sleep?” asked Alex.
	“Rain is coming,” said the weatherman.
	C.  Quick practice – Fill in the missing letters.  Pay attention to whether they should be capitalized or not.
	Joe __aid, “__hy don’t you come over to my house today?”
	Kent replied, “__ecause my mom said I have to do homework!”
	Why is the punctuation and capital letter usage different where the arrows point?
	“I can’t__” __aid Tonya __  “__y mom can’t drive me then.”
	Tim __aid__ “__y mom can pick you up.”
	“No problem!” __aid Tim.
	He started the letter: "To whom it may concern, I need two mongeese."
	No, that won't work. He tried again: "To whom it may concern, I need two mongooses." Is that right?
	Finally, he got an idea: "To whom it may concern, I need a mongoose, and while you're at it, send me another one."
	Chapter 2 Review
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	Evaluation 6:  Punctuating Dialogue – Are you ready?
	Chapter 3
	A.  In dealing with verbs, it’s impossible to avoid mentioning subjects, too.
	C.  Action Verbs
	E.  Linking Verbs
	Action Verb:
	Linking Verb:
	Scholar Zone
	Exercise 8:  Put a box around action verbs, and mark linking verbs with an “L” shape.
	Scholar Zone
	I  like  to go (to the movies) (on Saturdays.)
	FAQ’s:
	B.  What’s the word am doing in there right above the arrow??
	The word am is helping the verb work in this sentence.  You couldn’t say “I asking.”
	C.  What about the future tense??
	She will ask you about your homework.  (The verb in this sentence is “will ask.”)
	Jenna jogs in the park.  (the verb is a single word)
	Jenna is jogging in the park.  (the verb is made up of two words)
	Jenna should have been jogging in the park.  (the verb is made up of four words!)
	C.  In a verb phrase the last word is the “main verb.”  The other words are “helping verbs.”
	Under the bridge Johnny may be fishing for trout.
	E.  Words ALWAYS used as just helping verbs:
	He is in the kitchen.  (Is is single-word verb in this sentence.)
	The team with the star quarterback should have won that game.
	Now, if your teacher were to ask you, “What is the verb in this sentence?” of
	Did you answer correctly?
	Exercise 9
	Part 1:  Circle the pronouns.  You may circle one or more than one word in each line.
	Part 3:  In the line below each sentence, write out one part of the sentence as directed.
	What’s the infinitive in the above sentence?  __________________________________
	What’s the verb in the above sentence?  __________________________________
	What’s the prepositional phrase in the above sentence? __________________________________
	Write the helping verb(s) from the above sentence:  __________________________________
	What’s the demonstrative pronoun in the above sentence? ________________________________
	Write the main verb from the above sentence:  __________________________________
	Verbs to find:
	Here’s an example:
	Teacher:  “Tammy, what’s the verb in the following sentence?”
	The boy has been fishing from the dock for three hours.
	Tammy:  “That’s easy!  The verb is fishing!”
	Tammy:  (weeping) “Really?”
	Teacher:  “Yes, really.  The verb is ‘has been fishing.’”
	In the morning Michael brushed his teeth.
	In the morning Michael brushed his teeth.
	F.  In our example the word brushed is the verb, a single-word verb.
	I love my new pet snake.
	The boy in the back row has been sleeping during class.
	Our delayed chartered flight finally left for Atlanta after three hours.
	The boy wanted to eat in the restaurant at the top of the mountain.
	Exercise 10
	In this exercise helping verbs play an important role.
	Helping Verb Refresher Box
	Part 3:  Go back to sentences 4, 5, & 6 above and underline the verbs.
	Example 1:  Mark may not meet us at the movie tonight.
	B.  In “pure” verb phrases, each word is a helping verb or a form of some verb.
	Example 2:  In the attic six boxes will be stacked near the chimney.
	Note:  These words are adverbs.  We’ll discuss adverbs later.
	Bill would not give me a bite of his candy bar.
	Mike will slide over next to Robin.
	Exercise 11
	Helping Verb Refresher Box
	Extra Practice for Evaluation 7
	Evaluation 7:  Finding Verbs + Single-word Verbs vs. Verb Phrases – Are you ready now?
	BTW: There will be Personal Pronoun and Helping Verb Refresher Boxes on the test.
	A.  Action Verbs
	B.  Linking Verbs
	How to Tell the Difference Between Linking Verbs & Action Verbs
	A closer look:
	A.  How many sentences above have “classic” linking verbs?  _____
	B.  How many sentences above have verb phrases?  _____
	Some more strategies—ones you may need if you get into a pinch!
	This soup tastes delicious.
	This soup tastes delicious.
	The children were having a great time at the party.
	Exercise 13
	Scholar Zone
	Tricky Verbs
	He has a huge headache.  (Has is the verb, and it’s an ACTION verb.)
	That dress looks really fancy.
	My mom always looks through the sale rack first.
	Did you check the right box?
	Exercise 14
	Scholar Zone
	Extra Practice for Evaluation 8
	Part 2:  In the sentences above as well as the sentences below…
	Chapter 4
	Is there any difference in meaning between sentences 1 and 2?
	Sentence 2 states that Sheila has run and still runs marathons.
	Exercise 15
	Above, both sentences have action verbs.  Which sentence is better?  Why?
	Exercise 16
	Dinner was served to us by a bearded man in a velvet jacket.
	A bearded man in a velvet jacket served us dinner.
	Exercise 17
	Incredible Crossword Puzzle
	Complete the puzzle to review some of the terms we’ve studied so far…
	Chapter 5
	5.1 – Introduction to Subjects
	1.  The test in social studies is very difficult.
	Subject = test
	2.  My aunt and uncle live in New Jersey.
	3.  Around the corner two thieves are robbing a bank!
	Subject = thieves
	4.  My ankles, feet, and toes were sore after the marathon.
	1.  At the picnic on Saturday everyone  loved  the fried chicken.
	“Who or what loved?”  Answer = everyone, so everyone is the subject
	2.  My grandmother  sat  near the window in her room.
	“Who or what sat?”  Answer = grandmother, so grandmother is the subject
	“Who or what had?”  Answer = brother, sister
	“Who or what are?”  Answer = workers
	At the restaurant all of the boys ordered fried chicken.
	Part 1:  Surround prepositional phrases with parentheses.
	A.  It’s important to begin to pay attention to sentence patterns!
	Exercise 19
	Part 1:  Surround prepositional phrases with parentheses.
	Extra Practice for Evaluation 9
	Part 3:  Write sentences as directed.  Limit your sentences to 15 words or less.
	Evaluation 9:  Subjects + Action Verbs vs. Linking Verbs – Are you ready now?
	BTW: There will be a “Classic” Linking Verbs Refresher Box on the Test
	Exercise 20
	In this exercise you will use personal pronouns.
	Personal Pronoun Refresher Box
	Part 1:    Write sentences as directed.
	1.  ___________________________________________________________________________
	2. (Use a verb phrase in this sentence.) ____________________________________________________
	3.  ___________________________________________________________________________
	4.  (Use a polluted verb phrase in this sentence.)  _____________________________________________
	Part 2:  Fill in the blanks with personal pronouns.  Don’t use you or it—that would be too easy!
	5.  ___________ and my dad enjoy fishing on Saturday mornings.
	6.  After school ___________ and ___________  are going shopping at the mall.
	7.  ___________ and ___________  were excited about making the baseball team.
	8.  At the beach Joe and ___________ were playing in a volleyball tournament.
	Part 3:  In the sentences below, fix any personal pronouns used incorrectly.
	9.  Toward the end of the day Joe and him headed for the swimming pool.
	10.  The spider landed in front of she and Judy.
	11.  Neither of the boys will have cake with Tommy and I.
	12.  By who will you sit during the music festival this afternoon?
	Scholar Zone
	Punctuating Compound Sentences
	Exercise 21
	1.  ___________________________________________________________________________
	2.  (Use a verb phrase in this sentence.) ____________________________________________________
	3.  Before the game I stretched my legs and warmed up my arm.
	4.  Tina’s uncle bought two Super Bowl tickets and gave them to Tina and me.
	5.  The bear cubs looked lost hopefully their mother will find them soon.
	6.  We needed a time out for our defense looked confused.
	7.  In the cabinet next to the refrigerator I may find some cereal and pour myself a bowl.
	8.  He and I will be on the same flight so we will arrive in Orlando together.
	Extra Practice for Evaluation 10
	Part 2:  Fix personal pronouns used incorrectly.
	Part 3:  Insert commas or semi-colons if needed.
	Part 4:  Write sentences as directed.
	BTW:  There will be a personal pronoun refresher box on the test.
	Chapter 6
	C.  Consider this prepositional phrase:  “in the window”
	The cat sat in the window.
	Now that is a sentence!
	A phrase is a group of words that expresses an idea but does not include a subject-verb pair.
	F.  Hmm…  Some of the phrases above are not prepositional phrases, are they?
	Circle the phrases above that are NOT simply prepositional phrases.
	G.  Yes, folks, there are other kinds of phrases besides prepositional phrases!
	Scholar Zone
	Slowed by the heavy traffic, Mark would arrive late to his grandma’s house.
	I watched the top spinning wildly on the smooth floor.
	Below, can you fill in the blank with a participle?
	The __________________ bees flew over the patch of purple flowers.
	Scholar Zone
	C.  Conclusion
	Scholar Zone
	Exercise 22
	Part 2:  Write sentences with various elements.  Don’t forget to put commas where they belong!
	Exercise 23
	Part 3:  Below, explain the comma rules we’ve covered regarding phrases.
	Advanced Exercise A
	Glistening in the sunlight, the stream gurgled as it passed over the smooth black rocks.
	Advanced Exercise B
	What is your partner’s book about?
	Did he/she do a good job finding the sentences in Part 1?  (Circle one.)
	APPENDIX
	Page 19
	A word about the prepositions after, before, and until
	The book was for my uncle.  (for is a preposition)
	We grabbed a snack before dinner.  (Before is a preposition.)
	After swim practice we were completely exhausted.  (After is a preposition.)
	Page 57
	The stamp is being applied to the letter by my sister.
	At the gate a suspicious suitcase was being searched by security officers.
	That crystal serving dish is used only for special holiday meals.
	For my birthday I had a triple-decker frosted cake.
	Once again, participles are verbs ending in -ing or -ed that behave like adjectives.
	Participles also may begin groups of words that are called participial phrases.
	A man staring from the train’s window waved at me.
	The little kitten sleeping on the windowsill is so cute!
	In his isolated cabin in the Rocky Mountains my dad loves to paint.
	Standing in line for movie tickets, I began to chat with a nice lady wearing a fur coat.
	This jacket seems to be a little too big for me.
	Joe did not like being the shortest boy in his class.
	Swimming is a great way to cool off in the summertime.
	Page 71
	Page 105
	Afterward
	Taking a Long View
	Good news:  Richbaub’s has been created to solve these problems for middle school English and language arts teachers!
	Developing a Quality Middle School Grammar Program
	After Richbaub’s Grammar
	Conclusion
	But that’s exactly what Richbaub’s is designed to do!
	Welcome to Richbaub’s!
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